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Phytoplankton production around Antarctica
mostly controlled by light and micronutrient
(dFe) limitation
Earlier work in the Amundsen Sea polynya (StLaurent et al., 2017) showed that ice shelf
meltwater pump overturning of deep (CDW and
sediments) sources of dFe was more important
than the direct supply from ice shelf meltwater
Our previous work explored this around
Antarctica (Dinniman et al., 2020): 5 km
resolution circum-Antarctic ROMS ocean/sea
ice/ice shelf model run with 14 tracers:
-
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sectors of individual ice shelf melt tracers
sediment tracers (one forced to zero in all ice shelf cavities)
CDW tracers (one forced to zero in ice shelf cavities
sea ice melt tracers (one forced to zero in ice shelf cavities)

(note: no grounded ice melt source)

Total “dFe” in the surface layer
at maximum just before bloom

Climatology of summer
surface chlorophyll

(Note that about 1/3 of the total dFe supply is due to ice
shelf melt forced overturning)

(Total “dFe” – no pump “dFe”) /
Total “dFe”
(i.e. ice shelf related fraction
of total “dFe” supply)

Simulations to examine sensitivity to idealized
atmospheric changes (based on CMIP5 projections
out to 2100):
- Base case from before
- Increased (15%) and poleward shifted winds
(Spence et al., 2014)
- Modified winds and 20% increase in Southern
Ocean precipitation (Palerme et al., 2017;
Behrangi and Richardson, 2018)
- Modified winds, increased precipitation and
+2.5C increase in atmospheric temperature
(Bracegirdle et al., 2018; Barthel et al., 2020)
Just changing the winds increases the total ice
shelf basal melt by 50% (833 to 1253 Gt/yr),
adding extra precip increases the basal melt a tiny
bit more (1265 Gt/yr), increasing air temp increases
basal melt more (1528 Gt/yr)

Ratio of mean ice shelf basal melt with
all atmospheric changes to base case

All the atmospheric forcing
changes lead to a 62% increase
in the total dFe supply to the
surface, with the largest
change due to an increase in the
sediment supply (190%), but
significant increases in all
components (CDW: 43%, sea ice
melt: 36%, ice shelf melt: 86%)
Net change is positive almost
everywhere except western
Weddell shelf (and Ross?)
The ice shelf cavity
contribution increases 49%
which is less than the total
increase
Portion of the
dFe supply related to ice
shelves decreases a bit

Total “dFe” in the surface layer
for changed winds + precip + air
T (solid) and base case (dashed)

Ratio of surface “dFe”
when adding all the
atmospheric changes
compared to the base case

(Total “dFe” – no
pump “dFe”) /
Total “dFe”
(i.e. ice shelf
related fraction
of total “dFe”
supply)
With all the
atmospheric
changes, the ice
shelves in the
Amundsen and
Bellingshausen
become even more
important to dFe
supply compared
to the base case

Ice shelf related fraction with
base atmospheric forcing

Ice shelf related fraction with
modified winds, extra precip,
and increased air T

With all the atmospheric
forcing changes, the summer
sea ice is reduced in many
places including the Weddell
Sea and much of the East
Antarctic continental shelf
(DJF sea ice: 15% threshold)
Not shown: Increasing the
winds increases the summer
mixed layer depth, but
increasing the precipitation and
the air temperature shoals the
mixed layer for a net decrease
with all the changes:
Base DJF MLD: 19.4 ± 18.5 m
New DJF MLD: 15.1 ± 12.6 m

(base case)

(changed winds +
extra precip +
increased air T)

Summary
• Projected changes in the atmosphere lead to an 83% increase in total

Antarctic ice shelf melt, with more of the rise due to strengthening and
poleward shifting winds rather than increases in precipitation or
atmospheric temperatures

• The importance of melt driven overturning to nutrient supply increases in
some areas (i.e. Amundsen and Bellingshausen), but slightly decreases on
average

• The atmospheric changes lead to more open water in summer, shallower
mixed layers, and significantly more (62%) iron supply to the surface
more primary production?

• Subglacial (grounded ice) melt source?
• Thanks to NSF for support (OPP-1643652 to ODU)

